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Research Question

ReseaRch QuesTion
Why are we slowly drifting towards the end of the 
digital age?

a.  
absTRacT
Digital is everywhere. Its power and efficiency help 
us and never cease to amaze us on a daily basis. 
However it also has its dark side. Chips track us, al-
gorithms predict our every move, digital spies betray 
us, nanosecond decisions from tra ding programs ruin 
us. Cybercriminals watch us. Positioning sys tems guide 
us but also follow us without our knowledge. Today, 
our society is facing a great challenge that will shape 
our digi tal future. The question isn’t whether we ac-
cept this new digital society with its lack of pri vacy 
and lack of security but rather how can we control it 
instead of it controlling us?

The project will raise several questions: how will the 
world become all-digital, what will cause its end and 
what will happen when it ends? The aim is to make 
the viewer conscious of the effects of the transfer of 
the world’s information and history onto digital de-
vices and question his use of technology. This project 
is clearly a utopian-dystopian work based on a devel-
oped and somewhat realistic scenario. The thesis part 
of the project will answer the first two questions. The 
practical part will focus on the timeline of our digital 
future.
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b.  
inTRoDucTion

The digital world is at the center of our society. It 
helps us to get from one place to another, by train, 
by plane or by boat, it manages our money, rhythms 
our daily lives and guides us in unfamiliar surroundings. 
It can even save our lives when it deploys the airbags 
in our car. Today, our destinies are truly linked to 
computers. One glitch in the system and the world 
as we know it could crumble. 

Like Guttenberg’s press in 1436 induced major chang-
es in the following centuries (literacy of thousands, 
spreading the words of the Bible to millions, and 
introdu cing new thoughts on religion that would ul-
timately lead to the Protestant Reformation), the 
digital age has just begun and we are only witnessing 
the beginnings of a new society whose future has yet 
to be written. Many authors agree on the fact that 
many decisions need to be made today to insure every 
human being’s digital experience is safe and sustain-
able. Policy makers, po litical and economical leaders 
as well as citizens need to start debating and thinking 
together to address the many issues the digital future 
is unraveling. 

One of the main concerns is the privacy of users. This 
issue will only grow stronger in the future because 
billions of gigabytes of your personal information are 
stored on servers around the world. Your personal 
computer records every key you stroke. Your web 
browser remembers every web site you have ever 
visited. Google recalls every word you have ever 
searched. Facebook knows who your friends are, where 
you have been and the things you like. Our digital 
network hasn’t been designed as a whole, as one piece 
of comprehensible software. It is composed of mul-
tiple designed small networks. No one would be able 
to fix a breach in the global system. That means one 
flaw could para lyze the system and therefore our 
whole world. We are clearly no longer in command of 
the system. We are dependent on everything digital, 
we can no longer turn back. This digital transformation 
also has important consequences on the human mind. 
We no longer use our brains because everything is a 
mouse click away. The multiplication of various digital 
devices means we have more and more screens to 

look at. New habits linked to this hyper connectivity 
appear. Many people are convinced of their ability to 
multitask: doing homework, texting, social networking 
and looking at television at the same time. In fact, 
multitasking tends to make people less efficient and 
focused. It also encourages shorter attention spans 
which shouldn't be encouraged in academic and pro-
fessional environments.[ 1 ] Wikipedia articles replace 
encyclopedias and libraries. Designers don’t know how 
to use their hands any longer, all is done through 
computer programs. Office workers also lose their 
abilities to compose handwritten letters or docu-
ments 

This isn't the only downside to society's use of tech-
nology. The loss of old data, be it by dis appearing 
formats, backward incompatibility (new products don’t 
work on older technology) or forward incompatibil-
ity (old products don’t work on new products), false 
manipulations or willful destruction can lead to a 
dramatic and permanent loss of history. This loss is 
worrying: ancient knowledge and ways of production 
are disappearing, the means to read analog content 
have vanished in the space of decades. Furthermore, 
there are hundreds if not thousands of different file 
formats, many of them obsolete. Who is to say how 
much precious information is stored somewhere but 
with no up to date devices to read it (see graph, B.1.A., 
page 17). And all this is sacrificed on the altar of prog-
ress. These are but a few factors with dramatic con-
sequences if the digital world was to end today. And 
this isn’t a far fetched idea, the multiplication of 
crises, economic, climatic, society could be a sign of 
a bigger problem looming over our heads (see graph, 
B.1.B., page 20). It is surprising to witness how little 
people and researchers are concerned with what comes 
after the world has gone all-digital. How far can we 
go without thinking of the sustainability of our digital 
lives? How long can society thrive on this way of liv-
ing before collapsing? 

It is hard to dismiss the fact that technology is taking 
more and more importance in everything one does: 

“Even information that exists in digital 
form is useless if there are no devices to 
read it. The rapid progress of storage en-
gineering has meant that data stored on 
obsolete devices effectively ceases to 
exist.” [ 2 ]
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the digital is taking over the analog, people are con-
stantly submerged, in what can only be described as 
an “always on, always connected, everyone to everyone, 
everything to everything, always and everywhere” [ 3 ] 
flow of information. The main concern of this master 
thesis is to question society’s use of digital means. 
The aim is to make the viewers aware of the major 
changes the technological revolution is having on their 
lives as well as underlining the dangers looming on 
them. Without an urgent debate our technological 
future seems bleak and unsustainable. The analysis 
of two major trends that will shape our digital future 
will give insight in what’s in store for our society in 
the coming decades and show how it becomes “all-
digital”. By presenting several possible causes and 
events leading to the end of the digital age, the 
reader will have a comprehensive overview of what’s 
to come. A precise timeline will act as a scenario, the 
master project’s backbone introducing the viewer to 
the artefact. 

At this point, it is important to underline the differ-
ence the author makes between the digital and the 
digital age. Digital is: 
“– expressed as series of the digits 0 and 1, typically 
represented by values of a physical quantity such as 
voltage or magnetic polarization. Often contrasted 
with analogue. 
– relating to, using, or storing data or information in 
the form of digital signals: digital TV, a digital record-
ing
– involving or relating to the use of computer technol-
ogy: the digital revolution” [ 4 ]

But the digital or information age is the period start-
ing in the 1980’s and running beyond today, that saw 
the change from analogical to digital products and 
will see every human being permanently connected, 
everywhere and all the time. This master project will 
develop the idea of a society in which some people 
will be permanently disconnected from their digital 
lives, and not a world in which the whole world goes 
digital-less. This project showcases the author's point 
of view on the future of this digital society. By combin-
ing information gathered from various sources, it gives 
guidelines and a rough frame around the shape of 
things to come. 

Archive and compressed
.?Q?
7z
AAC
ace
ALZ
APK
AT3
.bke
ARC
ARJ
BA
big
BIK (.bik)
BKF (.bkf)
bzip2 (.bz2)
bld
c4
cab
cals
cpt/sea
DAA
deb
DMG
DDZ
DPE
EEA 
.egg 
EGT (.egt) 
ECAB (.ECAB, .ezip)
ESS (.ess) 
GHO (.gho, .ghs)
gzip (.gz) 
IPG (.ipg) 
jar
LBR 
LQR 
LHA (.lzh) 
lzip (.lz) 
lzo
lzma
LZX
MBRWizard archive (.mbw)
MPQ Archives (.mpq) 
MacBinary (.bin)
NTH (.nth)
PAK
Parchive (.par, .par2)
Quake 3 archive (.pk3) 
Doom³ archive (.pk4) 
RAR Rar Archive (.rar) 
RAG / RAGS 
RPM 
SEN Scifer Archive (.sen) 
sit/sitx 
SKB 
tar 
.tar.gz, .tgz 
TB (.tb) 
TIB (.tib) 
uha 
VIV
VOL 
VSA 
WAX 
Z 
zoo 
zip 

Physical recordable media 
archiving
ISO 
NRG 
IMG 
ADF
ADZ
DMS
DSK
D64 
SDI 

STEP 
STL 
TCT
TCW 
UNV 
VC6 
VLM 
VS 
WRL 
XE 

Electronic design automa-
tion (EDA)
BRD 
BSDL 
CDL 
CPF 
DEF 
DSPF 
EDIF 
FSDB 
GDSII 
HEX 
LEF 
LIB 
MS12
OASIS
OpenAccess 
SDC 
SDF 
SPEF 
SPI, CIR 
SREC
STIL 
SV 
UPF 
V 
VCD 
VHD, VHDL 
WGL 

Test technology
Database

ACCDB 
ADT 
ADP
APR 
BOX 
CHML 
DAF 
DAT 
DAT 
DB 
DB 
DBF 
EGT 
ESS 
EAP 
FDB 
FDB 
FP, FP3, FP5, and FP7 
FRM 
GDB 
GTABLE 
KEXI 
KEXIC 
LDB 
MDB (.mdb, .ldb) 
MDE 
MDF 
MYD 
MYI 
NCF 
NSF 
NTF 
NV2 
ODB 
ORA 
PDB

MDS
MDX 
DMG 
CDI 
CUE 
CIF
C2D
DAA
CCD,SUB,IMG 
B6T 

Computer-aided
Computer-aided design 
(CAD)
3dmlw 
3dxml 
ACP 
AMF 
AR 
ART 
ASC 
ASM 
BIN, BIM 
CCC 
CCM 
CCS 
CAD 
CATDrawing 
CATPart 
CATProduct 
CATProcess 
cgr 
CO 
DRW 
DFT 
DGN 
DGK 
DMT 
DXF 
DWB 
DWF 
DWG 
EMB 
ESW 
EXCELLON 
EXP 
FM 
FMZ 
G 
GERBER 
GLM 
GRB 
GTC 
IAM 
ICD 
IDW 
IFC 
IGES 
IPN 
IPT 
JT
MCD 
model 
OCD 
PAR 
PIPE 
PLN 
PRT 
PSM 
PSMODEL 
PWI 
PYT 
SKP 
RLF 
RVT 
RFA 
SCDOC 
SLDASM 
SLDDRW 
SLDPRT 

PDI
PDX 
PRC 
SQL 
REC
REL 
RIN 
SDB
UDL 
WDB 
WMDB 

Desktop publishing
AVE / ZAVE 
CHP / pub / STY / CAP / CIF 
/ VGR / FRM 
DTP 
GDRAW 
INDD 
MCF 
PMD 
PPP 
PUB 
QXD 
FM 
SLA / SCD 

Document
602 
ABW 
ACL 
AFP 
AMI 
Amigaguide
ANS 
ASC 
AWW 
CCF 
CSV 
CWK 
DBK 
DOC 
DOCX 
DOT 
DOTX 
EGT 
EPUB 
FDX 
FTM 
FTX 
GDOC 
HTML (.html, .htm)
HWP 
HWPML 
LWP 
MBP 
MCW 
Mobi 
NB 
NBP 
ODM 
ODT 
OTT
OMM 
PAGES 
PAP 
PDAX 
PDF
Radix-64
RTF 
QUOX 
RPT 
SDW 
STW 
Sxw 
TeX 
INFO 
Troff
[[ | TXT]] 
UOF 

UOML 
VIA 
WPD 
WPS 
WPT 
WRD 
WRF 
WRI 
XHTML (xhtml, XHT..) 
XML 
XPS 

Font file
ABF 
AFM 
BDF 
BMF 
FNT 
FON
MGF 
OTF 
PCF 
PostScript Font 
PFA 
PFB 
PFM 
FOND 
SFD 
SNF 
TDF 
TFM 
TTF (.ttf, .ttc) 
WOFF 

Geographic information 
system
APR 
DEM 
E00 
GeoTIFF 
GPX 
MXD 
SHP 
TAB 
World TIFF 
DTED 
KML 

Graphical information or-
ganizers
3DT 
ATY 
CAG 
FES 
MGMF 
MM 
MMP 
TPC

Graphics
Color palettes
ACT 
PAL 

Raster graphics
ASE
ART 
BMP 
BLP 
CD5 
CIT 
CPT 
CR2 
CUT 
DDS 
DIB 
DjVu 
EGT 
Exif 
GIF 

Non-exhaustive list of file formats, organized by type.
Source: Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_file_formats

B.1.A

B.1. 
RELATED IMAGERY 
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GPL 
GRF 
ICNS 
ICO 
IFF (.iff, .ilbm, .lbm) 
JNG 
JPEG, JFIF (.jpg or .jpeg) 
JP2 
JPS 
LBM 
MAX 
MIFF 
MNG 
MSP 
NITF 
PBM 
PC1 
PC2 
PC3 
PCF 
PCX 
PDN 
PGM 
PI1 
PI2 
PI3 
PICT, PCT 
PNG 
PNM 
PNS 
PPM 
PSB 
PSD, PDD 
PSP 
PX 
PXM 
PXR 
QFX 
RAW 
RLE
SCT 
SGI, RGB, INT, BW 
TGA (.targa, .icb, .vda, 
.vst, .pix) 
TIFF (.tif or .tiff) 
TIFF/EP (.tif or .tiff) 
VTF 
XBM 
XCF 
XPM 

Vector graphics
AMF 
AWG 
3DV 
AI 
EPS 
CGM 
CDR 
CMX 
DXF 
E2D 
EGT 
FS 
ODG 
SVG 
MOVIE.BYU
RenderMan
STL 
VRML
X3D
SXD 
V2D 
WMF 
EMF 
ART 
XAR 

3D graphics
3DMF (.3dmf)

Formats of files used for 
bibliographic information 
(citation) management.
bib 
enl 
ris 

Scientific data (data ex-
change)
FITS (.fits)
Silo 
SPC 
EAS3 
OST
CCP4 
MRC 
HITRAN (.hit)
Simple Data Format (SDF) 

Multi-domain
NetCDF 
HDR, [HDF], h4 or h5 
SDXF 
CDF 
CGNS 

Meteorology
GRIB 
BUFR 
PP 
NASA-Ames 

Chemistry
CML (.cml)
CTab (.mol, .sd, .sdf)
JCAMP (.dx, .jdx)
SMILES (.smi)

Mathematics
graph6, sparse6 (.g6, .s6)

Biology
Molecular biology and bio-
informatics
AB1 
ACE 
BAM 
BED 
CAF 
EMBL 
FASTA 
FASTQ 
GenBank
GFF 
GTF 
NEXUS 
NWK 
PDB 
PHD 
SAM 
SCF 
SBML 
SFF 
Stockholm 
Swiss-Prot 
VCF 

Biomedical imaging
DICOM (.dcm)
NIfTI
.nii 
.nii.gz 
.gii 
.img,.hdr 
AFNI (.BRIK,.HEAD)
.MGH 
.MGZ 
SDM (.sdm)
MINC (.mnc)

3DM (.3dm)
3DS (.3ds)
ABC 
AC (.ac)
AMF 
AN8 (.an8)
AOI (.aoi)
B3D (.b3d)
BLEND (.blend)
BLOCK (.block)
C4D (.c4d)
Cal3D (.cal3d)
CCP4
CFL (.cfl)
COB (.cob)
CORE3D (.core3d)
CTM (.ctm)
DAE (.dae)
DFF 
DPM (.dpm)
DTS (.dts)
EGG
FACT (.fac)
FBX (.fbx)
G (.g)
GLM (.glm)
JAS (.jas)
LWO (.lwo)
LWS (.lws)
LXO (.lxo)
MA (.ma)
MAX (.max)
MB (.mb)
MD2 (.md2)
MD3 (.md3)
MDX (.mdx)
MESH (.m)
MESH (.mesh)
MM3D (.mm3d)
MPO 
MRC 
NIF (.nif)
OBJ (.obj)
OFF (.off)
PRC 
POV (.pov)
RWX (.rwx)
SIA (.sia)
SIB (.sib)
SKP (.skp)
SLDASM (.sldasm)
SLDPRT (.sldprt)
SMD (.smd)
U3D (.u3d)
VRML97 (.wrl)
VUE (.vue)
WINGS (.wings)
X (.x)
X3D (.x3d)
Z3D (.z3d)

Mathematical
Harwell-Boeing file format 
MML 
ODF 
SXM 

Object code, executable 
files, shared and dynami-
cally linked libraries
.8BF files 
.a 
a.out 
APK 
APP 
BAC 
BPL 
Bundle 
.Class 
COFF 

Biomedical signals (time 
series)
ACQ 
BCI2000 
BDF 
BKR 
CFWB 
DICOM 
ecgML 
EDF/EDF+ 
FEF .
GDF v1.x
GDF v2.x 
HL7aECG 
MFER 
OpenXDF 
SCP-ECG 
SIGIF 
WFDB 

Script
AHK 
APPLESCRIPT 
AS 
AU3 
BAT 
BAS 
CMD 
Coffee 
EGG 
EGT 
ERB
HTA 
IBI 
ICI 
IJS 
ITCL 
JS 
JSFL 
LUA 
M 
MRC 
NCF 
NUT 
PHP 
PHP? 
PL 
PM 
PS1 
PS1XML 
PSC1 
PSD1 
PSM1 
PY 
PYC 
PYO 
R 
RB
RDP 
SCPT 
SCPTD 
SDL 
SH 
TCL 
VBS 
XPL 
ebuild 

Signal data (non-audio)
ACQ 
BKR 
BDF 
CFWB 
EDF 
FEF 
GDF 
GMS 
IROCK 
MFER 
SCP-ECG

Object File Format
COM files 
DCU 
DOL 
.EAR 
ELF 
DOS
.IPA
.JAR 
.XPI 
Mach-O 
NetWare Loadable Mod-
ule (.NLM) 
New Executable
.o 
Portable Executable 
Preferred Executable 
Format 
.s1es 
.so 
Value Added Process 
(.VAP) 
.WAR 
XBE 
XCOFF 
XEX 
.VBX 
.OCX 
.TLB 

Page description language
DVI
EGT
PLD
PCL
PDF 
PostScript (.ps, .ps .gz)
SNP 
XPS
XSL-FO
CSS 
XSLT, XSL 
TPL 

Personal information 
manager
MSG 
ORG 
PST 
SC2 

Presentation
GSLIDES 
KEY, KEYNOTE 
NB 
NBP 
ODP 
OTP 
PEZ 
POT 
PPS 
PPT 
PPTX 
PRZ 
SDD 
SHF 
SHOW 
SHW 
SLP 
SSPSS 
STI 
SXI
WATCH

Project management soft-
ware
MPP – Microsoft Project

Reference management 
software

TSV 
CSV 
db 
dif 

Video
AAF
3GP
GIF 
ASF 
AVCHD 
AVI 
CAM 
DAT 
DSH
FLV 
M1V MPEG-1 
M2V MPEG-2 
FLA 
FLR 
SOL 
M4V 
Matroska (.mkv) 
WRAP – MediaForge 
(*.wrap)
MNG 
QuickTime (.mov) 
MPEG (.mpeg, .mpg, .mpe)
MPEG-4
MXF 
ROQ 
NSV 
Ogg 
RM 
SVI 
SMI 
SWF 
WMV 

Video editing, production
FCP 
MSWMM 
PPJ 
IMOVIEPROJ 
VEG & VEG-BAK 
SUF 
WLMP 

Virtual machines
Microsoft Virtual PC, Vir-
tual Server
VFD (.vfd)
VHD (.vhd)
VUD (.vud)
VMC (.vmc)
VSV (.vsv)

EMC VMware ESX, GSX, 
Workstation, Player
LOG (.log)
VMDK, DSK (.vmdk, .dsk)
NVRAM (.nvram)
VMEM (.vmem)
VMSD (.vmsd)
VMSN (.vmsn)
VMSS,STD (.vmss, .std)
VMTM (.vmtm)
VMX,CFG (.vmx, .cfg)
VMXF (.vmxf)

Virtualbox
VDI (.vdi)

Parallels Workstation
HDD (.hdd)
PVS (.pvs)
SAV (.sav)

Webpage

Static
dtd
RNA (.rna) 
XML (.xml)
HTML (.html, .htm) 
XHTML (.xhtml, .xht) 
MHTML (.mht, .mhtml) 
MAF (.maff) 

Dynamically generated
ASP (.asp) 
ASPX (.aspx) 
ADP 
BML (.bml) 
CFM (.cfm) 
CGI (.cgi)
iHTML (.ihtml) 
JSP (.jsp) 
Lasso (.las, .lasso, .las-
soapp)
PL (.pl)
PHP (.php, .php?, .phtml) 
SSI (.shtml) 
SSI (.stm) 
XML, markup language, 
other web standards-
based file formats
Atom (.atom, .xml) 
EML (.eml) 
JSON-LD (.jsonld) 
Metalink (.metalink, .met) 
RSS (.rss, .xml) 
Markdown (.markdown)

Other
AXD 
AXX 
BAK 
BDF 
BPW 
CBP 
CREDX 
DUPX 
GA3 
GED 
GXK 
HLP 
IGC 
INI
INF 
KMC 
LNK 
LSM (.lsm)
OER 
PIF 
POR 
.ppk
.pub 
PXZ 
RISE 
.ssh 
TC 
TOPC 
TOS 
TMP 
URL 
XLF 
ZED 
XMC 

Cursors
ANI 
CUR 
Smes 

PAS, PP, P 
PHP, PHP3, PHP4, PHP5, 
PHPS, Phtml 
PIV 
PL, PM 
PRG 
PY 
R 
RB 
RESX 
RC, RC2 
RKT, RKTL 
SCI, SCE 
SCM 
SD7 
SKB, SKC 
SKD 
SKF, SKG 
SKI 
SKK 
SKM
SKO 
SKP, SKQ 
SKS, SKT 
SKZ 
SLN 
SPIN 
STK
SWG
VAP 
VB 
VBG 
VBP, VIP
VBPROJ 
VCPROJ 
VDPROJ 
XPL 
XQ 
XSL 
Y 

Spreadsheet
123 
AB2 
AB3 
AWS 
CLF 
CELL 
CSV 
GSHEET 
numbers 
gnumeric 
ODS 
OTS 
QPW 
SDC 
SLK 
STC 
SXC 
TAB 
TXT 
VC 
WK1 
WK3 
WK4 
WKS 
WKS 
WQ1 
XLK 
XLS 
XLSB 
XLSM 
XLSX 
XLR 
XLT 
XLTM 
XLW 

Tabulated data

MSCZ 
MSCZ

Playlists
ASX (.asx)
M3U
PLS
RAM 
TXT/No extension 
XPL 
XSPF 
ZPL

Audio editing, music pro-
duction
ALS 
AUP 
BAND 
CEL 
CPR 
CWP 
DRM 
MMR 
NPR 
OMFI 
SES 
SFL 
SNG 
STF
SND 
SYN 
Source code for computer 
programs
ADA, ADB, 2.ADA 
ADS, 1.ADA 
ASM, S 
BAS 
BB 
BMX 
C 
CLJ 
CLS 
COB, CBL 
CPP, CC, CXX, C, CBP
CS 
CSPROJ 
D 
DBA
DBPro123 
E 
EFS 
EGT 
EL 
FOR, FTN, F, F77, F90 
FRM 
FRX 
FTH 
GED 
GM6 
GMD 
GMK 
GML 
GO
H
HPP, HXX 
HS 
I 
INC 
JAVA 
L 
LISP 
M 
M 
M 
M4 
ML 
N 
NB 
P 

SEG Y 
SIGIF

Sound and music
Lossless audio
Uncompressed
AIFF 
AU
BWF 
CDDA
IFF-8SVX
IFF-16SV
RAW 
WAV 
FLAC 
LA (.la)
PAC (.pac)
M4A 
APE 
OptimFROG
RKA (.rka)
SHN 
TTA 
WV (.wv)
WMA 
BRSTM (.brstm)
AST (.ast)

Lossy audio
AMR 
MP2 
MP3 
Speex 
GSM 
WMA 
AAC 
MPC 
VQF 
RealAudio
OTS 
SWA
VOX
VOC 
DWD 
SMP

Other music
AUP 
BAND
CUST 
MID 
MUS 
SIB 
SID 
LY
GYM –
VGM 
PSF
NSF 
MOD 
PTB 
S3M 
XM 
IT 
MT2 
MNG 
PSF .
minipsf, psflib 
2sf, dsf, gsf, psf2, qsf, 
ssf, usf 
RMJ 
SPC 
NIFF 
MusicXML
TXM
YM 
JAM 
ASF 
MP1 
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severity

catastrophic (Decline to Disaster): 
Could be the end of civilization for many if not all

severe (Muddling Down): 
Threatens major declines in central aspects of life

bad (Muddling up): 
Serious challenges likely to be met in time

overblown (Rise to Maturity): 
Exaggerated problems that technology and markets handle

Don’t know: 
Too murky and can’t even make a guess

Responders (%)

22

60

13

4

2

scenario

Decline to Disaster: 
World fails to react. More global warming, widespread energy and 
water shortages, economic depression, conflict, etc. Loss of civiliza-
tion in many parts of the globe

Muddling Down:
World reacts partially, but problems continue to outdistance pol-
icies and technologies, ecological damage continues, increased pov-
erty and conflict

Muddling up: 
World reacts out of need and the help of IT/AI. Policies and tech-
nologies gain on problems. Disaster avoided but some disorder and 
disappointment

Rise to Maturity:
Ideal transition to a humane and responsible global order

probability (%)

25

35

28

12

year

2029
2023
2027
2033

Severity of the potential threat

As of January, 2011, our exploratory survey has been completed by 60 responders and more replies 
are coming in. It’s not a scientifically random sample, but these are smart and thoughtful people.

Probability of four scenarios

Mean arrival of four scenarios

Source: Global Megacrisis: A Survey of Four Scenarios on a Pessimism-Optimism Axis

scenario

Decline to Disaster
Muddling Down
Muddling Up
Rise to Maturity

B.1.B

B.1.C

 

  

 

 

20001870

Color Television
1951

Radio
1897

Telephone
1876

Electricity
1873

Mobile Phone
1983

World Wide Web
1991

18

31

35

46

13

7

Years necessary for an invention to be used by 25 percent of the US population
Source: Global Trends 2030: Alternative worlds, a publication of the National 
Intelligence Council

was said, how you vital signs varied, who 
you called, what you read, what you wrote, 
what you looked at, what pictures you 
took… all these things and more can be 
automatically recorded and saved, in-
dexed, filed, and cross-referenced by time, 
location, and other natural linkages to 
make them easy to refund later and to 
sift through for patterns and trends.” [ 7 ]

“Or imagine making an audio recording of 
your whole life, from beginning to end: 
that is affordable already. […] Data storage 
devices such as hard drives and flash mem-
ory have gotten so dense and so cheap 
that for most purposes their storage ca-
pacity will soon be unlimited. The era of 
infinite storage is about to begin. While 
the cost of memory is dropping exponen-
tially, ubiquitous gadgets such as cell 
phones are also making data gathering 
easy. Add indexing software and a good 
search engine, and you will have an ar-
chive of everything you have seen and 
done. Add data analysis tools, and you 
will have a new lens on your life. The way 
we think about the information is chang-
ing, too. Rather than having to decide what 
to keep, we can keep everything. Rather 
than deciding what to record, we can re-
cord everything.” [ 8 ]

c.  
how The woRlD becoMes all-DigiTal

To understand how the digital world will collapse, it 
is important to first consider how our digital society 
is going to evolve in the coming years. Two major 
trends are analyzed in this part: e-memory and cloud 
computing. Each term will be explained, demonstrat-
ed through examples and its major consequences will 
be exposed. 

C.1. 
E-MEMORY

C.1.1. 
WHAT IS E-MEMORY?

Moore’s law states that every 18 to 24 months a com-
puter’s capacity doubles. This law can also be applied 
to high capacity digital storage. So every two years, 
hard drives double their storing capacity while their 
price decreases exponentially. That means that today 
and even more so in the future people could record 
their whole lives if they wanted to or were forced to. 
By collecting and storing every bit of information you 
come across in the course of a day, you will be able 
to remember where you went, who you were with, 
what you ate, what you were wearing, the price it cost, 
what the weather was like, ten, twenty or thirty years 
ago. This is the E-Memory. Many predict that by 2030, 
e-memorizing or life-logging will be a widespread and 
common practice. Chips implanted in your clothes, 
glasses or jewelry and in the street or in shops will 
keep account of what you see, remind you you’re in 

“So, we live in a world with more digital 
memories, more space to store them, and 
better technology to recollect them. The 
world of Total Recall is inevitable for these 
three reasons” [ 5 ]

“By 2030 computer storage systems will 
offer so much storage space, and cost so 
little, that the price of capturing every-
thing will be almost too small to mea-
sure.
As a result we will use small cameras and 
microphones woven into our clothes (or 
worn as lapel pins, broaches or jewelry) 
to constantly record all of our surround-
ings, sending back the images wirelessly 
to a remote storage system via the ‘su-
per-web, or pervasive ‘internet of the air’, 
a network of networks that will be avail-
able as freely, if not quite as cheaply, as 
oxygen. We will only ever review this date-
and-time-stamped imagery if there is an 
incident (and every potential criminal will 
know that every citizen is constantly cap-
turing and transmitting events in their 
immediate surroundings).” [ 6 ]

“Imagine extending this trend to all the 
recordable events in your life that you 
can imagine ever wanting to be able to 
recall or examine or contextualize at a 
later date: where you went, how you got 
there, who you met, what you did, what 
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On the one hand, this trend seems exciting and full 
of promises. How wonderful would it be to have a 
recollection of your whole life at the click of a mouse? 
Downloading one’s life memories in an android prom-
ises eternal life in a virtual world. It is the premises 
of what researchers call singularity. However, e-mem-
ory raises serious and numerous concerns: privacy 
issues, damage to human memory and loss of history. 
We are truly entering an age were forgetting won’t be 
possible. What isn’t understood today will be under-
stood tomorrow., “[...]Every piece of information can 
be retained and everything eventually gets linked to 
something else” [ 11 ]. 

Indeed, storing daily life, year after year, on a hard 
drive would definitely modify the human brain over 
decades. To remember a specific event, people could 
just rely on their computer’s memory, they wouldn’t 
need to use their brain, thus losing the use of impor-
tant parts of it. Trying to remember past events, 
birthdays, telephone numbers trains the mind, losing 
that ability would be dramatic for the human brain. 
Wouldn’t it be possible to insert false data in the e-
memory stream, convincing people they have lived a 
situation that they actually didn’t? Like Winston Smith 
in George Orwell’s 1984 someone’s job could be relent-
lessly rewriting history without anyone knowing what 
has truly happened. Not only that but storing one’s 
whole life on a computer doesn’t allow people to 
choose what they want to remember and what they 
want to forget, thus reliving endlessly bad experi-
ences such as being fired, being rejected, and so on. 
This isn’t the only dangerous “side effect” of e-mem-
ory. Having your whole life on a hard drive can lead to 
a vast array of situations where you could be in danger. 
E-memory is the end of anonymity and privacy not 
only on the Internet but also and most importantly 
in real life. What if the hard drive falls into the wrong 
hands? What if the government or your insurance 
company uses your data to monitor your activities or 
your health? The privacy issues concerning life-logging 
are tremendous and need to be addressed as soon as 
possible. But who can be trusted with handling such 
sensible data when both the economical and political 
worlds have interests in obtaining so much informa-
tion out of a person’s life? 

front of your favorite department store or record 
what you hear.

C.1.2. 
EXAMPLES

Some people may think 2030 is far away but the begin-
nings of life-logging are already being implemented 
or are going to be in the next five years. 

C.1.2.1.  
FACEBOOK

The social network Facebook has implemented such 
a tool under the name Timeline in September 2011. 
This new layout summarizes the user’s life from birth. 
He is encouraged to add life events (wedding, birth of 
a child, jobs, etc.) to his timeline, especially events 
that occurred before he joined Facebook. The logging 
isn’t automatic but the principle of e-memory, ie. hav-
ing records of your whole life, is there. 

C.1.2.2.  
GOOGLE GLASS

Later in 2013, Google plans to release a pair of glasses 
that will act as an e-memorizing tool. The glasses are 
equipped with a camera and a small screen. It could 
give you information on public transport service dis-
ruptions, allow you to text and phone friends but also 
store what you hear and see at a precise location and 
time. 

C.1.3.  
CONSEQUENCES 

“The quality of our thinking and ultimate-
ly of our decisions is suffering. Digital 
devices are turning us into a society of 
scatterbrains. If any piece of information 
can be recalled at the click of a mouse, 
why bother to learn anything? We are be-
coming Google-eyed; scrolling through 
our days without thinking deeply about 
what we are really doing or where we are 
really going.” [ 9 ]

“Everything will be remem bered, every-
thing you read all through life, everything 
you listened to, everything you watched, 
everything you searched for.” [ 10 ]

C.1.4. 
CONCLUSION

As often with new technology there are two sides to 
the coin. Lifelogging is incredibly useful. For example 
patients suffering from Alzheimer could use it to 
remember their lives or in a court case your innocence 
could be proven thanks to lifelogging devices or your 
life memories could be transferred to an android once 
you die, thus creating one of Man’s dreams, immortal-
ity. On the other hand however, if the devices you 
wear all day remember your life for you, what is the 
use of remembering anything? The cost of e-memory 
on the human mind has not been fully investigated. 
What about the quality and depth of thought? What 
if someone was to use your life memories against you? 
Lifelogging is an interesting and promising technol-
ogy but strict control and laws have to be applied in 
order to take full advantage of this technology.

C.2. 
CLOUD COMPUTING

The second trend in our digital future is cloud comput-
ing and it’s already happening. Many companies and 
governments are heavily investing in this game-chang-
ing technical evolution. If you are using services such 
as Evernote or Spotify, you are cloud computing. 

C.2.1. 
WHAT IS CLOUD COMPUTING?

“‘Cloud computing’ is when files and programs are not 
saved on a computer but are instead saved and/or 
obtained on the internet.” [ 12 ] This technology allows 
you to access your files and programs from anywhere 
in the world on any device. Cloud computing makes 
the use of hard drives unnecessary and Personal 
Computers will ultimately become obsolete. In a few 
years time all the data stored in your computer will 
be online, stored on servers thousands of miles away 
from your home. Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer has 
predicted that nearly all Internet data centers will be 
outsourced in this way (Cloud) by 2020.[ 13 ]

C.2.2. 
CONSEQUENCES

Despite being presented as being a technology for the 
future, cloud computing has two major flaws that 
need addressing.

The 2012 Greenpeace report, “How clean is your cloud?” 
states that cloud computing requires enormous data 
centers that consume an incredible amount of en-
ergy to run thousands of computers and store the 
world’s data (see graph C.2.2.A., page 25). In a time when 
climate change should be a major concern for all, this 
new technology seems hugely unsustainable and inap-
propriate for a future where energy costs will only 
rise. (see D.1.1, Energy Costs, page 27) Every day, Facebok’s 
servers absorb over 500 To of data, that is 2,5 billion 
shared contents, 2,7 billion “likes” and about 300 mil-
lion pictures.[ 15 ] This ever growing amount of informa-
tion will obviously cause many problems in the com-
ing decades, where to store all this data and how to 
do so in a sustainable manner? 

The second major flaw in cloud computing is the pri-
vacy and security issues around the storage of data. 
Having sensible information stored any other place 
than the safety bubble that is a home is undoubtedly 
a reason for alarm. Who knows who may have access 
to these supposedly impenetrable data centers. When 
one knows governments spend billions of dollars in 
secret cyberwar programs (see D.2.1. iWar, the new arms 
race, page 33), who can be one hundred percent certain 
that data is safe anywhere? In the future, privacy and 
technology might be two incompatible terms, the 
notion of privacy will even have possibly disappeared. 
Also, data centers aren’t immune to extreme weather 
patterns. On June 30th 2012, the Amazon Cloud serv-
ers were put offline in parts of the United States by 
hurricane-like storms, resulting in several popular 
internet services (Netflix, Pinterest and Instagram) 
using the Amazon servers to simply get cut off for 
several hours.[ 16 ] One can easily imagine the dramatic 
consequences of a superstorm or solar flares (see 
D.1.3 Solar Eruptions page 29) on Cloud-like services. 
Putting them back online could take anywhere be-
tween months and years.
Cloud computing also raises issues of ownership and 
property. Books bought on Amazon.com for a Kindle 

“The engine that drives the cloud is the 
data center. Data centers are the facto-
ries of the 21st century information age, 
containing thousands of computers that 
store and manage our rapidly growing 
collection of data for consumption at a 
moment’s no tice.” [ 14 ]
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tablet or music bought through an iTunes account isn’t 
owned by the downloader but merely rented. Data 
can be erased from his digital devices without any 
warning. As Eben Moglen said in his conference at 
Re:Publica in Berlin in May 2012, these practices can 
be compared to “censorship and book burning.” [ 17 ]

C.3.
CHAPTER CONCLUSION

Clearly e-memory and cloud computing are the trends 
that are slowly but surely shaping our future. It is 
however when combined, that they will be most dan-
gerous for society. Imagine having your whole life and 
personal information (medical bills, insurance policies, 
bank statement, …) stored on a hard drive located 
somewhere you can't have direct access to. What is 
the cost of such practice on freedom? Evidently 
people are not aware of the consequences and impli-
cations of sharing personal information on social 
networks or on storing sensible data on intangible 
devices. E-memory and cloud computing combined 
to external factors (political, economical or environ-
mental) could have dreadful and unmeasurable con-
sequences on society if the data stored was to fall in 
the hands of a malicious government or malevolent 
company. Indeed, the US government has already put 
in place a web surveillance tool called FISA or Foreign 
Intelligence and Surveillance Act which allows state 
agencies to scan through any data stocked in the 
country. So email accounts, social network profiles, 
and cloud services are effectively analyzed for any 
suspicious activities whether the person is American 
or not. This implies clear violations of Swiss data 
protection laws but also a loss of sovereignty as a 
majority of the world's data is stored in the United 
States.[ 19 ] Technological improvements and advance-
ments are imposed to society rather than chosen, this 
is why these issues that will arise in ten or twenty 
years need to be addressed today for society to be 
ready for this unavoidable future.

“Cloud computing will lead to a single, 
integrated e-memory experience.” [ 18 ]

C.2.2.A.

C.4.
RELATED IMAGERY
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D.  
causes oF The collapse

After analyzing the two major developments in our 
digital future, the probable causes of the collapse of 
the digital age need to be exposed and explored. Some 
authors and analysts believe the outlook for the future 
is grim.

The meltdown of the society we live in could be 
caused by a wide variety of events. They can be clas-
sified in several categories: environmental, economi-
cal, political. Realistically it is a combination of some 
or all of those factors that will lead to the global end 
of the digital age. 

D.1. 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

D.1.1. 
ENERGY COSTS

In the coming years energy prices will soar due to 
several factors. Some of our computers and other 
hardware are less energy consuming, it’s true but more 
and more people in developing countries are able to 
afford this technology. The number of individuals that 
are new to the technology market far exceed the mea-
ger energy savings that new hardware allows. So the 
double or the triple of the energy saved is consumed 
by these new arrivals. It is clearly unsustainable.

D.1.1.1. 
PEAK OIL

“Decline to disaster. The world fails to 
react, with disastrous consequences. In-
decision reigns due to too many choices, 
too many entrenched interest groups, 
and too few resources to make needed 
changes. Huge government deficits per-
sist, leading to failures of public services 
and an inability to make crucial transition 
investments in energy, education, and in-
frastructure. Governments are also un-
able to reform financial systems, curb 
global warming, reduce military spending, 
or conquer deficits, while most corpora-
tions remain focused on short-term prof-
it. Technological advances are shelved, 
delayed, controversial, or fail to help. 
Global warming accelerates with huge 
 releases of meth ane added to CO2, re-
sulting in more extreme weather ev ents, 
massive migrations and crop losses. The 
world sinks into economic depression, 
crippling energy shortages, collapse of 
large ecological systems, much destruc-
tion of life, local and regional wars, ter-
rorism, crime, and far more corruption. 
Worldwide pandemics, nuclear attacks, 
bioterrorism, cyber-attacks, and/or crash-
es of the Internet may add to the decline. 
Many parts of the world suffer the loss 
of functioning civilization, producing di-
sasters for most people in most societies.

Muddling down Half-way, inadequate ac-
tions seem to create the paradox of a 
high-tech dark age. Political stalemates, 
lack of resources, and ignorance about 
the com plexity of our problems result in 
only modest changes in financial systems, 
governance, energy, and education. The 
promise of new technologies is only part-

ly met, while pollution and population 
pressures continue, as world population 
passes 7 billion in late 2011. Global warm-
ing and extreme weather increase. Recov-
ery from the Great Recession is slow and 
uneven, and the number of failed states 
rises. Local wars and terrorist attacks in-
crease. Despite claims of progress by po-
litical and corporate leaders, high unem-
ployment persists and the quality of life 
declines for most people. These strains 
on the capacity of the planet to support 
global industrialization lead to more peo-
ple living in poverty and despair, and of-
ten reacting violently. In the U.S., the Tea 
Party movement gains momentum, block-
ing action to promote sustainability in 
the name of lower taxes and government 
spending, freedom from regulation, and 
the wisdom of the 200-year-old pre-in-
dustrial era Constitution.” [ 20 ]

“The most common answer to “how much 
oil is left” is, it “depends on how hard you 
want to look”. As easy-to-reach fields run 
dry, new technology allow oil companies 
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and the incidents at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
power plant that followed have had many repercussions 
in the world in regard to nuclear safety. Under public 
pressure, a handful of countries has decided to pro-
gressively abandon the use of the atom as a source of 
energy. Within 10 years, all of Germany’s nuclear 
power plants will be closed,[ 25 ] by 2025, Belgium will 
have phased out all its plants if other viable sources 
of energy are put in place.[ 26 ] In June 2011 Italians over-
whelmingly rejected a return to nuclear power.[ 27 ] In 
Switzerland the Federal Council decided a phase out 
of its nuclear plants between 2019 and 2034.[ 28 ] In 
September 2012, Japan announced it would stop pro-
ducing nuclear energy by the 2030s.[ 29 ] This decision 
seems to be on hold since the December 2012 elections 
which saw the Liberal Democrats regain power. The 
new Japanese prime minister has clearly stated the 
country would be building new nuclear power plants 
in the future.[ 30 ]

However, analysts still predict this trend will con-
tinue in the coming decades. This means new forms 
of renewable and cheap energy must be found for our 
energy-over-consuming society to carry on the way 
it is. Even before the Fukushima disaster some had 
predicted that a nuclear incident in a power plant 
could damage the industry and make it come to a 
standstill. Jonathon Porrit, founder-director of the 
Forum for the Future and chairman of the Green Party 
in the UK even states in Jorgan Randers’ book 2052 
that by that year only China and France will be gen-
erating electricity from nuclear energy.[ 32 ]

Nuclear power isn’t a good source of energy for sev-
eral reasons. Although nuclear power plants are 

Many analysts and experts confirm we have already 
reached peak oil activity. That means that from now 
on oil reserves will only be declining (see graphs 
D.1.1.1.A., D.1.1.1.B, D.I.I.I.C, page 30). Oil and its derivatives 
are the engines of our economy and way of life, they 
are used in countless ways and the image of our so-
ciety without or reduced access to oil is unimaginable 
at this date. 

Strong political uncertainties in the Middle East will 
only strengthen in the coming decades, thus making 
oil prices reach extreme highs. Experts confirm that 
oil or oil derivatives will still be available in the future 
but only the richest will be able to afford their costs.

D.1.1.2. 
NUCLEAR ENERGY

The March 2011 earthquake and tsunami that hit Japan 

to tap harder-to-reach places (such as 
5,500 meters under the Gulf of Mexico). 
Traditional statistical models of oil sup-
ply do not account for these advances, 
but a new approach to production fore-
casting explicitly incorporates multiple 
waves of technological improvement. 
Though still controversial, this multicy-
clic approach predicts that global oil pro-
duction is set to peak in four years [1 year 
in 2013] and that by the 2050s we will have 
pulled all but 10 percent of the world’s 
oil from the ground.” [ 21 ]

“At current rates of consumption growth, 
reserves stand at only 230 years for coal, 
64 for gas, 40 years for confirmed petro-
leum.” [ 22 ]

“The mortal blow to human industrialized 
civilization will happen when oil prices 
spike again and nobody can afford to buy 
that oil and everything will just shut 
down.” [ 23 ]

“Besides, in twenty years it will be pos-
sible to convert coal economically into 
petroleum products, which will again 
double the quantity of petroleum avail-
able. For another century, the availability 
of oil will thus be only a question of 
price.” [ 24 ]

“As a result, the switch we must make to 
cleaner forms of energy generation just 
got a lot more difficult. Even more mon-
ey will have to be invested in renewable 
forms of energy generation such as wind 
power, solar power, geothermal, tidal pow-
er, etc.
But without new nuclear capacity there 
is a real possibility that parts of the de-
veloped world will be facing long periods 
of power shortages in 20 year’s time. That 
is the legacy of the Fukushima Daiichi 
plant disaster and it will change all of our 
futures.” [ 31 ]

somewhat more environmentally friendly (if you 
don't consider extraction, transport, transformation 
and enrichment of uranium) than gas or petrol plants, 
nuclear waste is highly polluting for hundreds of 
thousands of years. It demands huge, expensive and 
highly secure storage. The dismantling and sanitation 
of a nuclear facility is a very long and costly process. 
No new nuclear power plants will be built in the com-
ing decades because of the very high amount of money 
and energy they need to be built and as seen in the 
previous point, oil will get scarce and unaffordable. 

D.1.2. 
RARE EARTHS 

Rare earths are seventeen key minerals essential to 
the production of hi-tech products. A commodity that 
has become irreplaceable in the conception of smart-
phones, flat screens, computer hard drives, refrigera-
tors but also in wind turbines, electrical and hybrid 
vehicles, energy-saving light bulbs and other green 
technologies. In a recent article Didier Julienne, a 
strategist in natural resources, affirms society is 
crossing an industrial barrier and entering the post-oil 
age.[ 33 ] However this transition to this new industrial-
ization comes with new dependencies. Indeed, China 
is the main producer and exporter of rare earths. It is 
controlling over 90% of the world’s production of rare 
earths and its ground contains more than 35% of the 
world’s reserves (see graph, D.1.2.A., page 31). This cre-
ates a situation of high dependency on Chinese pro-
duction. In March 2012 the Chinese government de-
cided to cut by 50% its rare earths exports for envi-
ronmental reasons.[ 34 ] Further cutting its exports 
would be dramatic for the rest of the world’s tech-
nological development. Rare earths have truly become 
a strategic political and economical weapon. 

D.1.3. 
SOLAR ERUPTIONS

Solar eruptions, solar flares or solar storms are quite 
frequent and result in what is commonly known as 
“aurora borealis” (or “the northern lights”) when the 
electromagnetic field of earth is disrupted by solar 
winds. Eminent scientists are predicting a solar su-
perstorm of unheard proportions hitting earth in the 
next ten years. Some are even more alarmist and 
confirm a solar flare knocking out electric supplies 
and satellite communications the world over could 
happen as early as 2013. Such events have already hap-
pened on a much smaller scale.

The entire Province of Quebec, Canada, that is about 
8 million people, was left in the dark for more than 9 
hours, that was almost fifteen years ago. Today, we 
are even more dependant on electricity and com-
munication networks. All our networks are intercon-
nected, that means a glitch in the power grid in Russia 
could have cascading effects on Europe. Restoring 
supplies could take weeks and even months, probably 
years. The matter is made worse by the fact that most 
countries aren’t aware and prepared to face the con-
sequences of solar superstorms.

“We don’t want to be alarmist,” says Daniel 
N. Baker, a space scientist at the University 
of Colorado at Boulder, but a solar erup-
tion could grow large enough to knock out 
the power grids and communication sys-
tems over much of the world. “If that were 
to occur today with our modern, highly 
electronically connected society,” Baker 
says, “it would undoubtedly be devastating 

to the most advanced countries.” [ 35 ] 

“On March 13, 1989 the entire province of 
Quebec, Canada suffered an electrical 
power blackout. Hundreds of blackouts 
occur in some part of North America ev-
ery year. The Quebec Blackout was dif-
ferent, because this one was caused by a 
solar storm!” [ 36 ]
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D.2.2.  
TERRORIST THREAT

Cyberwar is not the governments only preoccupation. 
Terrorist attacks are a major concern and a convincing 
reason to monitor citizens. Terrorism has already led 
to more severe and suspicious states. After the 9/11 
attacks in the United States, the George W. Bush ad-
ministration passed legislation for the Patriot Act in 
October 2001 drastically increasing the power of the 
state to track and monitor its citizens as well as for-
eigners in other sovereign states. The World Trade 
Center Attacks also saw the creation of the Information 
Awareness Office in 2002 whose mission is to “imag-
ine, develop, apply, integrate, demonstrate and transi-
tion information technologies, components and pro-
totype, closed-loop, information systems that will 
counter asymmetric threats by achieving total infor-
mation awareness useful for preemption; national 
security warning; and national security decision mak-
ing.” [ 40 ]

However the office was discontinued in 2003 for fear 
it would lead to a masse surveillance system. In March 
2012, the Obama administration signed new guidelines 
for the National Counterterrorism Center extending 
“the amount of time the center can retain private 
information about Americans when there is no suspi-
cion that they are tied to terrorism” from one hundred 
and eighty days to five years.[ 41 ] These are just a few 
examples of how a state can impose data tracking and 
data retention on its citizens under the counter-ter-
rorism pretense. Many would argue that giving up a 
bit of freedom and privacy to avoid an attack is not 
so big of a deal but this liberty surrender should be 
done with great vigilance and monitoring. However, 
mass surveillance was put in place long before the 
September 11th attacks. In 1989, it was revealed that the 
Swiss Federal Police had been secretly and illegally 
keeping over nine hundred thousand files on Swiss 
nationals, foreigners, trade unionists and companies 
having left-wing affinities. The secret files had been 
assembled since the start of the 20th century. 
Legislators in the United States and Europe are still 

D.2. 
POLITICS

Politics have a large part to play in the outcome of 
our future. The political world should be legislating 
today on the digital path we are taking because mak-
ing a U-turn is neither feasible nor possible. Political 
factors such as cyberwar or terrorist threats could 
also have dangerous consequences on the way our 
digital age is shaped. 

D.2.1.  
IWAR, THE NEW ARMS RACE

Cyberwar is the new cold war. The 21st century has 
already seen countries spending billions of dollars in 
cybersecurity and cyberwarfare. Although unverifi-
able, it is undeniable that countries such as the United 
States or China are heavily investing in virtual weapons 
that could bring some states’ digital infrastructure to 
a complete standstill. Cyber-Armageddon is not a 
fantasy. 
In 2007, Estonia’s virtual network collapsed after pro-
Kremlin activists, protesting the displacement of a 
World War II soviet memorial, launched a series of 
cyber-attacks targeting Estonia’s institutions websites 
(banks, public services, media, etc.) crippling the coun-
try’s internet access for weeks.More recently in June 
2010, a sophisticated worm by the name of Stuxnet 
was discovered. It specifically targeted Siemens soft-
ware and equipment and it was discovered that most 
of the machines infected were located in Iran. The 
Stuxnet worm had effectively and permanently dam-
aged embargoed Siemens equipment used to enrich 
uranium in Iran. Kaspersky Lab, a Russian computer 
security company concluded that “this type of attack 
could only be conducted with nation-state support 
and backing.” [ 37 ]This highly developed “weapon” is 
believed to have been created by the United States 
and Israel against Iran’s nuclear program. Officials in 
Washington say it is not infrequent that their networks 
are victims of attempted phishing attacks, with Chinese-
linked hackers as suspects.[ 38 ] It is obvious that major 
powers in the world are preparing for and actively 
working on underground cyberwars, be it for crippling 
networks in wartime, discovering military operations 
and projects, industrial spying and obtaining data on 
individuals.

“[…] Will a terrorist attack in the West 
topple a government?
Will it lead to the installation of author-
itarian police regimes?
Will new technologies make new forms of 
dictatorship possible?” [ 39 ]
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D.3.1.1. 
GOOGLE

Google’s intentions are commendable but the way 
this goal is attained seems somewhat disturbing. Indeed, 
the Google engine remembers everything you ever 
typed in the search box. It links your IP address to 
your location and offers services that are specifically 
aimed at you. Your search results are biased because 
of the filter bubble: you are shown what the machines 
at Google predict you want to see rather than what 
you actually want to see or should see. This can be 
considered a form of censorship and a limitation of 
your experience on the web. The data you uncon-
sciously give Google is also used to target you as a 
consumer. Specific ads regarding your search or your 
location are a common feature in Google. So the mul-
titude of services the Mountain View firm offers: 
Gmail, Google maps, Google Search, Google Books, 
Google Plus, Android, etc. are all used to collect data 
about you, what you want, where you are, where you’re 
going, where you have been, what your interests are 
and so on, who your friends are, what you are up to, 
who you write to and so on. The Google servers dis-
patched all over the world have built an avatar, a 
virtual you that knows you or thinks it knows you 
better than you can. 
Although Google’s number 6 point in its philosophy 
is “You can make money without doing evil.” [ 46 ] it is 
obvious that this company has a quasi-monopoly on 
the world’s information as well as owning an enormous 
amount of data on millions of individuals. One has to 
wonder if it is wise to let such a giant profit driven 
company in charge and in control of so much poten-
tial power. 

D.3.1.2. 
FACEBOOK

However, Google is not the only company that uses 
such methods to gather information. Facebook with 
its one billion customers owns a countless amount 
of data, data that every advertiser in the world would 
like to get his hands on. Marc Zuckerberg’s company 
can easily access and collect your personal e-mails, 
chats, pictures, posts and comments. It also knows 
who your friends are, what you have written on their 

“Google’s mission is to organize the world’s 
information and make it universally ac-
cessible and useful.” [ 45 ]

actively working on new laws and directives to prevent 
the spreading of terrorism ideologies as well as curb-
ing piracy on the Internet. Proposed bills are actively 
fought by advocates of Internet privacy and civil liber-
ties. ACTA or Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement 
was an international treaty “that [would have helped] 
countries work together to tackle more effectively 
large-scale Intellectual Property Rights violations.” [ 42 ] 
but accused of seriously endangering freedom of 
expression and communication. The bill was rejected 
by the European Parliament on July 4th 2012. On 
September 21st, European Digital Rights leaked a con-
fidential document from the CleanIT initiative, a 
European Commission proposal on fighting terrorism 
on the Internet. It advocates among other measures, 
“the legal underpinning of ‘real name’ rules to prevent 
anonymous use of online services, that companies 
providing end-user filtering systems and their custom-
ers should be liable for failing to report ‘illegal’ activ-
ity identified by the filter and that companies should 
implement upload filters to monitor uploaded con-
tent to make sure that content that is removed – or 
content that is similar to what is removed – is not 
re-uploaded.” [ 43 ] If this proposal was to be further 
developed and put in place it would have serious con-
sequences on freedom of speech, for instance whistle-
blowers would no longer have the freedom to anony-
mously report and disclose useful intelligence. CISPA 
or Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act is a 
controversial US proposed law accepted by the House 
of Representatives (in April 2012) but refused by the 
Senate (in October 2012) that would give companies 
more legal tools and new ways to share cyber threats 
information with the government. The proposed text 
is accused of being too broad and too vague thus 
leaving room for questionable interpretation and al-
lowing possible draconian drifts. The bill is supported 
by more than 800 companies the likes of Microsoft, 
Facebook or IBM.[ 44 ] 

D.3. 
CORPORATIONS

D.3.1. 
DATAMINING AND GATHERING 

Corporations will play a major role in the collapse of 
the digital age. The modern internet companies have 
acquired immense power in the last ten years.

D.4.1. 
GOLDMAN SACHS

The case of Goldman Sachs (GS) Bank is very interesting. 
Goldman Sachs is an investment bank that has man-
aged over the years to place former members of its 
board to key government posts in both the US and 
Europe. The many accusations of conflicts of interest 
haven’t had any consequences on the bank, regarded 
by many as one of the main responsible of the 2007 
financial crisis and the following European debt crisis. 
US former Secretary of Treasury under George W. 
Bush, Henry M. Paulson Jr. is a GS former CEO. Mark 
Patterson, Chief of Staff to Timothy Geithner, current 
Secretary of Treasury, ex-Vice President for Gov-
ernment Affairs (lobbyist) at Goldman Sachs. Mario 
Draghi, the new European Bank President is an ex-GS 
economist, Mario Monti, former President of the Italian 
Council and ex-GS International Adviser and Lucas 
Papademos, ex-Greek Prime Minister ran the Greek 
Central Bank at a time when suspicious derivatives 
deals were made with Goldman Sachs. [ 47 ] (see graph 
D.4.1.A., page 39) These are just a few examples of how 
a discreet yet major bank corporation has success-
fully infiltrated governments and passed deregula-
tion and profit driven, ultra-liberal rules into law. 

D.4.2. 
THE CALIFORNIA BLACKOUTS

The California Energy Crisis that affected the whole 
state of California in 2000 and 2001 was largely caused 
by energy companies like Enron who created artificial 
energy shortages to make prices soar. As a result, their 
benefits exploded. This situation occurred after the 
deregulation of the Californian energy market and the 
outsourcing of a public service to a profit driven pri-
vate company. 
A similar situation called the 2000 Cochabamba pro-
tests occurred when under pressure by the World 
Bank the municipal government of Cochabamba, Bolivia 
privatized its water supplies, leading to a price hike 
and much of the population not being able to afford 
tap water. The swiss documentary Bottled Life ana-
lyzes how food giant Nestlé denies access to clean 
water to its factories’ neighbors in Pakistan or how it 
builds water factories in protected areas in the State 
of Maine in the USA with the consent of the local and 
state governments. That sort of disrespect and care-
lessness for both the environment and human life 

wall and what they have answered, what your per-
sonal interests are, your birthday, your political and 
religious beliefs, your sexual preferences as well as 
your relationship status but also what you have “liked”. 
It even knows and remembers when you visit a web 
page that has a ‘like’ button whether you have ‘liked’ 
that page or not. Maybe it is still unclear how valuable 
some of that information would be but the fact that 
such information is recorded and stored for ever is 
already questionable. 

D.3.1.3.  
APPLE AND AMAZON

Apple and Amazon also collect data. The iPad, iPhone 
or Kindle tablets are discreet spies. They know what 
kind of books you read or what music you listen to. 
As well as tracking you and keeping records of your 
location or what you buy, they are able to offer tai-
lored products and services at the cost of sacrificing 
your personal information.
These companies put the people’s privacy at risk. So 
what might seem like a somewhat harmless practice 
today could definitely become dangerous if they de-
cided to sell this data, if it was used for malevolent 
purposes or if it fell in the wrong hands. Who knows 
what tomorrow has in store? And who is able to guar-
antee the safety and protection of consumers' data 
for ever?

D.4. 
POLITICS INC.

For decades already, governments have been targets 
and victims of the corporate world. Collusion, cor-
ruption, infiltration, lobbies, and mere pressure have 
plagued the operation and performance of govern-
ments all over the world and this situation will only 
get worse (see graphs D.4.A., page 38, D.4.B. and D.4.C., 
pages 40-41). In the coming years, the line separating 
the economic world from the political world will not 
only be crossed (as it is today) but will simply be 
erased. Political decisions will be made with the in-
terests of the corporate world in mind rather than 
the people’s. Public services will be further outsourced 
to the private sector. Examples of public-private part-
nerships and merging governments and corporations 
are endless.
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may well lead to a critically unfair society. A society 
where discontent and unhappiness could result in 
major protests and shifts of power. Indeed, it’s when 
the political world has more to gain in serving the 
economical world rather than the people that put it 
into office that economics and politics become one 
entity. 

D.4.3.  
APPLE

On November 7th 2012, the Daily Mail, a British tabloid 
revealed that Apple had patented “technology that 
could remotely disable protesters’ smartphones”. [ 49 ]

The technology works via mobile networks, Bluetooth, 
Wi-Fi or GPS, and would send an encoded signal that 
can selectively shut down features of smartphones 
within range depending on what kind of policy needs 
to be enforced. “Excessive lighting emanating from 
wireless devices can also create disruption in dark 
environments. While it is well known that excessive 
or bright lighting in a movie theater can spoil the mood 
of certain movies, excessive lighting can also become 
a more serious issue in other contexts. For example, 
darkrooms used to develop film can only tolerate very 
low amounts of ambient lighting. Some biological labs 
also require low levels of lighting in certain instances 
(for example, as in the growth of light-sensitive bac-
teria). Covert police or government operations may 
require complete “blackout” conditions. A person’s 
sleep can even be interrupted by a bright flashing or 
modulating display (such as to indicate an incoming 
call).” [ 50 ]

D.5. 
CHAPTER CONCLUSION

In this ever changing and overly connected society, it 
is hard to understand why corporations and govern-
ments are actively and intensely fighting some parts 
of technology (piracy for instance) that do not serve 
them rather than embracing it or finding fair compro-
mises. This ideological gap between the way people 
use technology and the way States and corporations 
want people to use technology is dangerous and could 
lead to many forms of authoritarian societies. It is 
thus easier to understand now what is already at stake 
today. The future of privacy and indeed democracy 
are being jeopardized as these words are written. 

These economical and political events combined with 
natural and environmental phenomena such as global 

“The first Big Brother is Orwell’s—the 
government. And the other Big Brother is 
the industry about which most of us know 
very little: the business of aggregating, 

consolidating, analyzing, and reporting on 
the billions of individual transactions, 
financial and otherwise, that take place 
electronically every day. Of course, the 
commercial data aggregation companies 
are not in the spying business; none of 
their data reaches them illicitly. But they 
do know a lot about us, and what they 
know can be extremely valuable, both to 
businesses and to the government.
The new threat to privacy is that comput-
ers can extract significant information 
from billions of apparently uninteresting 
pieces of data, in the way that mining 
technology has made it economically 
feasible to extract precious metals from 
low-grade ore. Computers can correlate 
databases on a massive level, linking gov-
ernmental data sources together with 
private and commercial ones, creating 
comprehensive digital dossiers on mil-
lions of people. With their massive data 
storage and processing power, they can 
make connections in the data, like the 
clever connections the MIT students made 
with the Chicago homicide data, but using 
brute force rather than ingenuity. And the 
computers can discern even very faint 
traces in the data— traces that may help 
track payments to terrorists, set our in-
surance rates, or simply help us be sure 
that our new baby sitter is not a sex of-
fender.” [ 51 ]

“Carried through to term, this evolution-
ary process means that money will finally 
rid itself of everything that threatens it, 
including nation-states (and not except-
ing the USA), which it will progressively 
dismantle. Once the market becomes the 
world’s only universally recognized law, 
it will evolve into […] super-empire, an 
entity whose structure remain elusive 
but whose reach is global.” [ 48 ] 

warming, peak oil or the end of nuclear energy could 
have a devastating effect on the way we live our 
digital lives (see graphs D.5.A. and D.5.B., pages 38-39). 
It seems there is today a lack of a global vision. Politics, 
economics, the environment and indeed society are 
not seen as a whole when it comes to the techno-
logical and digital worlds. 
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D.4.B
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e.  
scenaRio & TiMeline

The following chapter analyzes the 
events, past, present, and future that, 
have occurred, are occurring and may 
occur if no collective realization is 
made and no action is soon taken.

E.1  
FUTURE WORLD OUTLOOK

Before going into the detail of a time-
line, it is important to have a global 
overview on the world’s general 
health in the coming decades. A few 
key points on demography, economy, 
environment are essential to under-
stand the challenges ahead.

According to the UN Population 
Division statistics, the world will have 
reached 8 billion inhabitants by 2025. 
The 9 billion threshold will be 
reached in 2043.[ 52 ] By that time, Asia 
Pacific and Africa will house 75% of 
these people.[ 53 ] Populations in west-
ern countries will mostly be old 
whereas developing countries will 
have young and dynamic populations 
(see graphs E.1.B. and E.I.C., page 44). 
Urbanized areas will shelter more 
than 60% of the world population. 
Demand for food will have risen by 
more than 35%.[ 54 ] Climate change 
will have turned agriculture in gam-
bling where the chances for a good 
harvest will be slim. Food and energy scarcity will be 
common. Riots and wars for access to clean water will 
occur on a constant basis. 

In the coming decades, more people will be part of 
the middle class, meaning more people will be able 
to consume goods [ 55 ] (see graphs E.1.D. and E.1.E., 
pages 44-45). They will have new needs for cars or 
electronic goods, thus worsening the planet’s pollu-
tion problems. The coming years will see latent eco-
nomical and political conflicts over the planet's last 
resources. The planet will be overexploited from the 

By 2018 the United Sates will no 
longer be the biggest economy 
in the world.
Despite losing some of its eco-
nomical power, the US is still 
seen as a major source of in-
fluence and model for policy 
making. Major revolutions in 
technology still have their or-
igins in the Silicon Valley.
The US still massively invest in 
its military. 

BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, 
India and China) 

E.1.A

The European Union (EU) will 
be profoundly disturbed and 
transformed when the United 
Kingdom decides to leave the 
Union. It will be followed by 
other countries such as Ireland 
and Finland. The enlargement 
of the EU to all Baltic states, 
Turkey and Ukraine provides a 
relief in the institution. 

Arctic to the Antarctic. This lack of means will have 
a positive effect on armed conflicts which will sig-
nificantly decrease as they will be deemed costly and 
overall ineffective. 

Between now and 2050 the world’s temperature will 
rise anything between 1.4 and 4°C according to various 
forecasts.[ 56 ] This increase in temperatures is mostly 
caused by greenhouse gases and other polluting emis-
sions. The major consequence of this rise in tem-
perature is the disappearance of polar ice caps and 
glaciers. They will melt beyond repair causing the 

ocean levels to rise between 8 and 48 centimeters.[ 57 ] 
Coastal cities and cities built just above the sea level, 
such as Venice, Los Angeles or Amsterdam will be 
partially under water at that stage. 

Today’s emerging markets will be tomorrow’s top 
economies. According to HSBC’s international eco-
nomic studies, by 2050, 19 of the first 30 world econ-
omies by GDP will be those of emerging countries. 
China, India Mexico, Turkey, Indonesia, Egypt, Malaysia, 
Thailand, Colombia and Venezuela will experience 
sharp increases in the global ranking of world 

economies.[ 58 ] This shift in the global world order will 
have a significant impact on geopolitics. International 
organizations like the UN, the IMF, etc. will be pro-
foundly modified when “Asia will have surpassed 
North America and Europe combined in terms of 
global power, based upon GDP, population size, 
military spending and technology investment.” [ 59 ] (see 
graphs E.1.F., E.1.G. and E.1.H., pages 45-46) 

China will be the world’s big-
gest economy but this hege-
mony will be threatened by 
escalating internal social ten-
sions fueled by the growing gap 
between poor and rich and the 
explosion of the Chinese prop-
erty bubble. 
China’s model of authoritari-
an capitalism will be shown as 
an example and used in many 
“democratic” countries. 
China will continue investing in 
other countries on a very large 
scale especially on the African 
continent. 
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E.1.B

E.1.C

E.1.D

E.2.
RELATED IMAGERY

2010 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060

TOTAL

0 - 19 Years Old

20 - 39 YO

40 - 64 YO

65 - 79 YO

80 YO and more

7856.6

1635.1

2081.7

2796.5

961.6

381.7

8155.1

1638.3

2110.9

2884.4

1087.9

433.6

8401.9

1664.8

2105.9

2944.2

1199.7

487.5

8738.5

11705.7

2024.7

2893.2

1429.5

685.4

8906.5

1657.8

2021.8

2835.9

1526.9

864.1

8983.0

1638.6

2054.3

2798.9

1430.4

1060.6

8987.2

1652.1

2016.3

2775.7

1472.2

1071.0

Swiss Resident Population according to Age and the ‘Average’ Scenario
At the end of the year, in thousands
Source: SCENARIO/Swiss Federal Statistical Office
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Swiss Population Pyramid [in thousands] and its Evolution, according to the ‘Average’ Scenario.
Source: SCENARIO/Swiss Federal Statistical Office
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Source: International Futures Model, University of Denver.
Global Trends 2030: Alternative worlds, a publication of the National Intelligence Council
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Investor Landscape (2011); Global Trends 2030: Alternative worlds, a publication of the Nation-
al Intelligence Council

E.1.G

E.1.H

E.3.
FUTURE WORLD TIMELINE

The analysis of what’s to come concerning our digital 
future (e-memory and cloud computing), the causes 
of the collapse (from rising energy costs to nosy gov-
ernments and greedy corporations) will not only cause 
social unrest but probably also the end of the digital 
age as we know it. A timeline is the best way to sum-
marize the digital future and the causes of its collapse. 
It’s also a useful tool to build a plausible scenario for 
the future of our digital-less lives. 
As Jacques Attali says in his Brief History of the 
Future,[ 61 ] predictions are a meditation on our present, 
a political statement meant to stir ideas in a time of 
great changes where important choices need to be 
made. As previously mentioned, the end of the digital 
age can be the outcome of several situations. The 
importance of the end result is here more important 
than the process leading to that outcome. However 
the selected scenario makes several ideas mentioned 
in the previous chapters mix and intertwine. It is the 
conjunction and interconnection of these elements 
that will result in the end of the digital age. 

The scenario developed on the following pages is built 
around four key elements: political, economical, en-
vironmental, social. The technological factor appears 
in all four fields. When two, three, or the four ele-
ments interact with each other, they may result in 
various consequences. Likewise a single economical 
event can have consequences on both society and 
politics; the great recession Europe is and indeed the 
world are going through is a good example of how 
economic turmoil has affected politics and global 
austerity measures which in turn have affected soci-
ety as a whole.

You will find a detailed timeline in the following 
pages. The right page contains a table with key events 
arranged by year and month. Some of those key events 
are linked to explanations on the left pages. 

“Scenarios are an excellent way to bring 
together a lot of information, to suggest 
what is possible and desirable, and to 
stimulate out-of-the-box thinking. […] [ 60 
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“In the summer of 2003, the lights went out for 55 million Americans across the Northeast. Panic 
spread across New York State injuring hundreds. 11 people died in the dark. What was to blame? A 
small vulnerability inside the State's transmission control room. Raymond Kenney a disgruntled 
employee unleashed a virus and walked away. 4 hours later, the system overloaded and the grid 
shut down. 10 years on, modern systems have advanced exponentially. 2011 marked the installation 
of America's first Central Operating System. CTOS is a computer software that manages entire 
cities, providing centralized control over subway lines, traffic lights, surveillance cameras and 
electricity grids. A computer now controls a major city. But who controls the computer? The 
answer is private companies that have everything to gain from a CTOS. Personal data collection is 
the key commodity. You are no longer an individual. You are a data cluster bound to a vast global 
network. Last year the average American cast a digital shadow of over 2.3Gb. What does that 
represent? Of course there are credit cards, medical records, reading habits but a CTOS includes 
much more. Massive data silos track and sort every moment of your digital life, revealing how you 
think and what you believe. That information could be turned against you. Not just to sell products 
but to influence your world views. CTOS directly links your personal information to the physical 
systems you use every day, essentially providing a direct line to your bedroom laptop because all 
data is interconnected. From Nigerian e-mail scams to hardcore pornography, online shopping to 
emergency services, it's all part of the same network. 10 years ago, one man shut down the entire 
Northeast from a central control room. Today, everything can be hacked. No one knows what part 
of the system will be exploited but everyone agrees, the next assault will do more than just ‘turn 
out the lights’."

Example of a credible scenario developed for Ubisoft's Watch Dogs video game. 
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qs4OcQNOM34&list=SP18A5A2C4BD2BBB11&index=5
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California Blackouts, see D.4.2, page 35

The Information Awareness Office is a 
program created following the 9/11 at-
tacks in the US:

“IAO Mission: The DARPA Information 
Awareness Office (IAO) will imagine, 
develop, apply, integrate, demonstrate 
and transition information technol-
ogies, components and prototype, 
closed-loop, information systems that 
will counter asymmetric threats by 
achieving total information awareness 
useful for preemption; national secu-
rity warning; and national security de-
cision making
IAO Vision: […] IAO plans to develop 
technology that allows understanding 
of the intent of these networks, their 
plans, and define opportunities for dis-
rupting or eliminating the threats. To 
effectively and efficiently carry this 
out, we promote sharing, collaborat-
ing and reasoning to convert nebulous 
data to know-ledge and actionable 
opt-ions. IAO will accomplish this by 
pursuing the development of technol-
ogies, components, and applications 
to produce a proto-type system." [ 63 ] 

Also see Terrorist Threat, D.2.2, page 33 

Cyber attacks on Estonia, see iWar, 
the new arms race, D.2.1, page 33

Facebook’s Timeline see Facebook, 
C.1.2.1, page 22 

Stuxnet Virus, see iWar, the new arms 
race, D.2.1, page 33The Arab Spring or Arab Revolution 

is a wave of massive protests in the 
Arab world. The protests are target-
ed towards corrupt and authoritarian 
regimes in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Bah-
rain, Syria, …
Social Media had a large role in these 
revolutions but wether it was the in-
stigator or a mere tool of the upris-
ings is still widely debated. 

The Russia-Ukraine gas dispute is a 
political and economical discord sur-
rounding natural gas prices between 
both these countries. It resulted in a 
13 day cut of gas supplies to West-
ern Europe. 

Social movements in developed coun-
tries are triggered by austerity mea-
sures and a feeling of  injustice. The 
greed of banks results in the creation 
of the Occupy Movement.

Fukushima Daiichi power plant, see 
Nuclear Energy, D.1.1.2, page 28

The global financial crisis was born 
when banks wouldn’t lend money to 
one another because of toxic invest-
ments called subprimes. The whole fi-
nancial system threatened to collapse. 
Financial institutions were bailed out 
by governments. 
As a result some states in the EU al-
most went bankrupt due to high lev-
els of indebtedness.

Google AdSense is a service offered 
for advertisers. “Google automati- 
cally delivers ads that are targeted to 
your content or audience. We [Google] 
do this in several ways:
Contextual targeting, Placement tar-
geting, Interest-based advertising
Our technology can also determine 
the primary language of a page. If your 
content is in a language supported by 
our program, AdSense will target ads 
in the appropriate language to your 
content. In addition, Google ads are 
geotargeted to your visitor’s loca-
tion.” [ 64 ]

Also see Google, D.3.1.1, page 34

The USA PATRIOT Act or “Uniting and 
Strengthening America by Providing 
Appropriate Tools Required to Inter-
cept and Obstruct Terrorism improves 
our [the United States’] Counter-Ter-
rorism Efforts in Significant Ways:
The Patriot Act allows investigators to 
use the tools that were already avail-
able to investigate organized crime and 
drug trafficking.
The Patriot Act facilitated informa-
tion sharing and cooperation among 
government agencies so that they can 
better ‘connect the dots.’
The Patriot Act updated the laws to 
reflect new technologies use and new 
threats.
The Patriot Act increased the penal-
ties for those who perpetrate terror-
ist crimes.” [ 62 ]

Notes: Black dots with a gray outline represent 
events illustrated in the artefact. 
Items in brackets [ ] represent movies whose plots 
take place in the indicated years. 

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Introduction of the Euro currency
Creation of the Information Awareness Office
US Ground Invasion of Afghanistan
Creation of the Department of Homeland Security

SARS outbreak
War in Iraq starts amid massive anti-war protests
Google AdSense Launches 

Facebook launches
March 11th attacks in Madrid
Google is introduced on the stock market
George W. Bush reelected US President
Earthquake and tsunami in South East Asia

YouTube launches
July 7th attacks in London
Hurricane Katrina
Riots in Paris

Twitter launches
2006 Lebanon War

iPhone launches
Cyber attacks on Estonia

Food riots in third world
Lehman Brothers files for bankruptcy triggering a glob-
al financial crisis
Barack Obama elected 44th US President
Gaza War

Russia-Ukraine gas dispute
2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic
Iranian Green Revolution
European sovereign debt crisis begins

Stuxnet virus is discovered in Iran
Arab Spring begins 
Wikileaks scandal starts
[District 13]

Tunisian Arab Spring begins
Egyptian Arab Spring begins
Nuclear incident at Fukushima Daiichi power plant follows 
earthquake and tsunami in Japan
Bahraini and Lybian Arab Springs begin
Spain’s Indignados (15M) peaceful protest movement be-
gins and spreads around Europe
Syrian Arab Spring begins
Riots in London
Occupy (Wall Street) movement spreads from New York 
to the world
Facebook’s Timeline launches
World population reaches 7 billion

California blackouts
George W. Bush elected 43rd US President

Wikipedia launches
September 11th attacks in the United States
Anthrax atacks
War in Afghanistan starts
Patriot Act is passed into Law
iPod launches
Enron files for bankruptcy
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Rare Earths, see D.1.2, page 29
Politics, see D.2, page 33

Corporations, see D.3, page 34

Peak Oil, see D.1.1.1, page 27

Google Glass, see C.1.2.2, page 22

Lifelogging, see E-Memory C.1, page 21

The Tea Party is a political movement, 
partly liberal, partly conservatist and 
partly populist. It believes the State  
has too much importance and pow-
er and that government spending and 
taxes should be reduced to a mini-
mum. 

Marco Rubio is a US Senator of the 
state of Florida. He is elected for his 
ideas on the disengagement and priva-
tizing of the federal state. On the oth-
er hand and as a counterpart, he and 
his Cabinet believe the people must 
be better and more monitored as a 
disengaged state can lead to abuse. 

IAO, Information Awareness Office, 
see Terrorist threat, D.2.2 page 33

The Total Awareness Information Of-
fice (TAIO) uses new technologies and 
a new set of laws to monitor people’s 
activities. The DDSCRA bill is the cor-
nerstone of TAIO

At the end of his second term in Of-
fice, president Marco Rubio is still un-
able to curb the spiraling US deficits. 
Federal debt reaches 100% of Ameri-
ca’s Gross Domestic Product.[ 66 ] The 
USA’s economic collapse spreads to 
the world.

The Digital Data Sharing, Collecting 
and Recovering Act (DD SCRA) is a law 
granting the US Government access 
to any corporation’s data (such as so-
cial media sites, search engines, e-mail 
providers, insurance companies, …) and 
vice-versa to find any information it 
deems important to fight piracy, ter-
rorism and fraud. 

The internet’s new speculative bubble 
explodes, major actors such as Face-
book, Twitter, Amazon and Google 
are threatened. Seeing the amount of 
data owned by these companies and 
the opportunities this offers, govern-
ments bail some of them out in ex-
change of total access to their data. 
They buy the data of others before 
winding them down. Corporations such 
as financial institutions and insurance 
companies show particular interest in 
acquiring the failing companies

Cloud Computing, see C.2, page 23

All Public services are sold and out-
sourced: police services, public trans-
ports, water, electricity services are 
now privatized and in the hands of new 
major corporations specialized in the 
out-sourcing of public services. Most 
of them are owned by financial insti-
tutions. 

The scale of the meltdown renders 
institutions such as the IMF or World 
Bank totally inefficient. Corporations 
unaffected by the situation buy gov-
ernment assets for extreme underval-
ued amounts. 

Foreign Policy in its March/April 2011 
issue surveyed 62 experts who pre-
dicted that these two countries were 
the most likely to go to war over the 
next decade (2011). [ 65 ]

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

China curbs its rare earths exports by 50%
Data retention for Americans not suspected of terrorism 
is raised from 180 days to 5 years
Facebook is introduced on the stock market
India blackouts
Hurricane Sandy
Barack Obama reelected US President
Apple patents technology that can remotely disable pro-
tester’s smartphones
[I am Legend]

Peak oil is reached, world reserves start declining
Boston bombings
Google Glass Explorer Edition launched as well as other 
e-memorizing devices

US midterm election sees Tea Party movement winning un-
precedented number of seats in Congress

Computers stop being sold with built-in physical memory
[Minority Report] style newspapers are released

Marco Rubio (Tea Party) elected 45th US President
Tea Party Patriots have a majority in both the House and 
the Senate
The Cabinet is made of advocates of liberalism, heads of 
financial institutions and corporations
[Atlas Shrugged]

Information Awareness Office is reopened and renamed 
Total Information Awareness Office

DDSCRA (Digital Data Sharing, Collecting and Recovering  
 Act), CISPA’s successor is passed into law 
The new Internet bubble explodes

[Blade Runner]

Lifelogging is a common practice
All Internet data centers are outsourced to the Cloud
The Cloud and its data are accessible to or owned by gov-
ernments thanks to DDSCRA laws

Germany abandons nuclear energy
[Soylent Green]

Israel-Hezbollah (Lebanon) war starts 

US defaults on its sovereign debt, leading the world in a 
financial meltdown
Governments are pressured into selling their assets to cor-
porations, mainly financial institutions

Governments are ordered to outsource their public ser-
vices to private companies
Protests and strikes are ignored but secretly encouraged, 
strikers are laid off and replaced by cheaper immigrant 
workers
World population reaches 8 billion
North and South Korea reunite under communist authority
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Lifelogging is the best and only way 
to keep control on the population as 
there is a record of everything that is 
said and done at all times. Corpora-
tions, such as health insurance com-
panies, also use lifelogging to control 
and “advise” their customers. Stopping 
them from eating junk food or forc-
ing them to exercise to avoid a hike in 
their premium.
By the time people realize the impli-
cations of lifelogging, it is already too 
late. Part of their life is already on re-
cord and legally accessible to the gov-
ernment and corporations. 
Staying out of the system is impossi-
ble. People who refuse to lifelog and 
to provide personal information are 
treated as terrorists, put in prison or 
forced to exile.
Communities in exile are composed of 
various individuals. People wary of the 
excesses of technology, digital rebels. 
Some live in a world devoid of digital 
devices, much like the Amish do to-
day. Others plot and engage in acts 
of rebellion and sabotage with not 
much success. 

Governments are forced to cut fund-
ing for renewable energies because of 
growing costs, shrinking budgets, lob-
bies and corporate pressure.
As a result, pollution hits an all time 
high. 

See graph E.3.A., page 58

Police forces can easily stop any pro-
test or riot, everyone’s data is easi-
ly accessible, from what they search 
on the web to their current and past 
locations or even where they have 
been and who they have met in the 
last months. 

Also see E-Memory C.1, page 21

Controversial new laws restricting 
freedom of speech and thought are 
passed. Individuals are not allowed 
to spread anti-government thoughts. 
Suspicious behaviors, activities and 
conversations are immediately seen 
or heard by law enforcement officers 
monitoring the population. 

Energy distribution is primarily focused 
on people able to afford it. Due to high 
demand, the lack of availability and 
the effects of the blackouts, energy 
prices are at an unprecedented high.

In “A Brief History of the Future”, 
Jacques Attali predicts that corpo-
rate power and capitalism will reach 
their peak when they have rid them-
selves of all form of government and 
regulation. [ 67 ]

As corporations are already in charge 
of most public services, it is no big 
surprise that the utility and purpose 
of governments are questioned by the 
markets. Nation-states do not exist 
anymore. Only a handful of corpover-
nments are in control of every con-
tinent. Disputes between corpover-
nments are not resolved through war 
but through aggressive economic pres-
sure. Entire regions or countries can be 
sold from one day to the next accord-
ing to the laws of supply and demand

See graph E.3.B., page 58

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

2042

[Children of Men]

Research on renewable energies are scrapped
[Metropolis]

Governments impose lifelogging to all for security pur-
poses 
Data retention for Americans not suspected of terrorism 
is extended to infinity
Governments monitor the people’s lives to spend as little 
money as possible and make as much profit as possible

Everyone but the poorest is connected to very high speed 
networks
Paper press media has become virtual
Major cities experience prolonged periods of blackouts due 
to extreme weather patterns 
New highs in energy prices
Nomadic ubiquity becomes hyper-surveillance 
[V for Vendetta]

Energy and Surveillance protests and riots are stopped be-
fore they start thanks to hyper-surveillance

Energy and Surveillance protests and riots are killed be-
fore they start thanks to hyper-surveillance

Energy and Surveillance protests and riots are killed be-
fore they start thanks to hyper-surveillance

Switzerland abandons nuclear energy

US defeated by globalization of markets and power of 
corporations
Markets become the world’s only universally recognized 
law
[iRobot] 

Role of state is reduced to zero, nation-states start dis-
appearing
Governments are now privatized, Corpovernments are 
born

Major power shortages caused by profit based energy dis-
tribution lead to massive data loss in several regions of 
the globe 
Situation is worsened by unprecedented energy prices due 
to record numbers of people consuming digital devices
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The use of personal digital devices is 
deemed useless and too energy con-
suming. Major hikes in energy prices 
leave many unable to afford their dai-
ly energy consumption. 
The poorest people are switched off 
first. At first they are given only very 
short notice to avoid mass protests.

See graph E.3.D., page 59

To avoid continent wide riots and re-
volts it couldn’t contain, the corpover-
nment must take a step in the peo-
ple’s direction by giving them a two 
month notice. 
The paper allowance is set according 
to the population pyramid (see Annex 
pages 54-55). The people aged 40 to 
50 get most paper. People older and 
younger than this age group get ex-
ponentially lower amounts of paper. 

See graph E.3.C., page 58Most paper has been used in the pack-
aging industry. Forests are either cut 
down or protected. Paper has to be ra-
tioned. Every 10 kg of paper recycled 
by a person allows him an extra day 
before being switched off. 

That is more than half less than the 
2009 statistics. The only kind of armed 
conflicts is against the spread of cor-
povernment power. Sporadic upheav-
als break out when there is significant 
lack of resources (food, water, fuel).

The direct consequence of climatic di-
sasters, the lack of resources, (clean 
air and water, fuel, food) the destruc-
tion of the natural habitats (forests, 
oceans, air) and the environmental 
damage caused by the population ex-
plosion is the disappearance of en-
tire portions of the world population. 

These revolts are perpetrated by pock-
ets of resistance consisting of exiled 
people. Armed with out of date tech-
nology they parasitize the system. 
However new technologies in modern 
warfare, allow the different corpover-
nment armies to easily defeat any sort 
of rebellion or uprising. Casualties in 
the armies are limited thanks to un-
manned vehicles.

2043

2044

2045

2046

2047

2050

2052

2053

2054

2055

2056

2057

2058

2059

2060

2061 -

2086

2051

2049

2048

Corpovernments only intervene when their power is threat-
ened. Research on renewable energies resumes

World population reaches 9 billion
Revolts against the spread of corpovernments start

To avert ever-growing trouble, corpovernments decide to 
gradually switch off people
People are asked to gradually start printing their digi-
tal lives
Armed conflicts are down to 7% of world’s countries

Ocean levels are 32cm higher than in 2011

Only China and France produce nuclear energy for electricity 
Scarcity of paper encourages corpovernments to ration 
it, people are asked to donate whatever paper they can. 

[Babylon A.D.]

Transport, hospitals and the Elite is still digitally connected

Societal Collapse, society slowly declines and ends up 
crumbling
[Oblivion]
[Lockout]
[2081]
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APECC Population Pyramid in 2060 and Page Allowance (PA) according to age.
Source: ‘Company Name’ Statistical Office, Department of Internal Security, Digi-
tal Switch-Off Program. 
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reintroduction of renewable energies on their production compared to fossil fuel production and extraction 
Source: German Advisory Council on Global Change, Nicholas Felton.
Scenario projection 

E.4.
RELATED IMAGERY

1912 - 2025

Evolution of the Allied Post-European Cooperation Company (APECC) logo, from a bank to a corporation in charge of pub-
lic services to a continent-wide corpvernment 

2025 - 2035 2035 -

E.3.A

E.3.B

E.3.C

[exajoules]
1 exajoule = 278 billion kilowatt hours

Standard model of a disconnection email sent from APECC to one of its citizen/customer

E.3.D.
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F. 
aRTeFacT

The next step in fully developing the project was to 
find a way to suitably convey the complexity of the 
timeline. The solution found was a multimedia expe-
rience that would engage the viewer on several levels. 

F.1. 
SLIDESHOW

The analog slideshow will present key events in our 
past, present and future that will lead to the end of 
the digital age. 

F.1.1.  
WHY?

The analog slideshow is an interesting and appealing 
way to show information. It has been used countless 
times as a tool in university auditoriums. In this rich 
history of transmitting knowledge, the slide projec-
tion seems like the ideal tool for this project. The 
particular mood set by an analog slide projection, the 
sound of the projector, the quality and color of the 
pictures, will be an inspiring and thought provoking 
experience for the viewer.

F.1.2. 
WHAT?

The analog slideshow is composed of 210 images pro-
jected on three screens. The 30 key dates of the time-
line are shown using photography, illustrations and 
graphics. All photographic elements are graciously 
given by Keystone, a Swiss provider of visual content. 
A voice-over by a professional radio journalist, Amy 
Wong from World Radio Switzerland and sound clips 
will briefly explain in a very neutral tone the content 
of every slide. A single event is composed of at least 
two sets of three slides. More important events are 
made of three sets of three slides. The first three 
slides represent the date. They are laid out in Compacta 
ICG in white on a black background. The next three 
slides are composed of three images, illustrations or 
graphics. The font used in this second part varies, 
although Avenir is mostly used.

F.1.3. 
METHOD

Creating an analog slideshow from digital files has 

been an interesting challenge in many aspects and a 
forecast on how difficult this transfer will be when 
our digital society comes to an end. 
There were two options to successfully transfer the 
digital files to the slides. The first was to digitally 
print the images on acetate sheets that where then 
cut to size and placed in plastic slide frames. The 
result was unconvincing, the quality of the projected 
images wasn't good because the grid pattern the 
printer made was highly visible. 
The second option consisted of projecting the digital 
files on a beamer and then photographing each digital 
slide on an analog slide film. The result was much 
more convincing and the overall quality of the pictures 
was very good. Although there was some difficulty to 
align the pictures on screen and on film, this is the 
option chosen for the slideshow. 

F.2. 
PUBLICATION

When the main ideas for the slideshow were complete, 
the need for a complement to it seemed inevitable. 

F.2.1. 
WHY?

Indeed, the slideshow only shows key events of the 
timeline and not the entire research made around the 
chain of events. Therefore it was necessary to find a 
suitable way of showing the entire timeline as well 
as adding more details to give depth to the story. 

F.2.2. 
WHAT?

The best suited medium for all the content of the 
timeline seemed to be a publication of some sort. The 
format chosen is that of a newspaper. Several reasons 
motivated that choice. The newspaper is a fast way to 
transmit information to many people. One may read 
it and throw it away when more up to date information 
is available or it can be archived as a valuable piece of 
information and proof of a given time. This format 
also suits the strong statement made in the project: 
it is the author's convictions on the evolution of the 
digital society and the newspaper is the ideal medium 
to convey strong, opinionated ideas and concepts.
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GOVERNMENTAL BASED DYSTOPIAS
12 Monkeys
1984
2081
A Scanner Darkly
Aachi & Ssipak 
Babylon A.D.
Batman Begins
Battle Royale
Blade Runner
The Bothersome Man 
Brave New World 
Brazil 
Children of Men
Class of 1999 
Cloud Atlas 
Code 46 
The Dark Knight Rises 
Death Race 2000 
Demolition Man 
District 9 
District 13 
Doomsday 
Dredd 
Escape from New York 
Equilibrium 
Fahrenheit 451 1966
Gattaca
The Handmaid's Tale 
Harrison Bergeron
Idiocracy 
In Time 
The Island 
Kin-dza-dza! 
La jetée 
Land of the Blind 
Logan's Run 
Looper 
The Matrix
The Matrix Reloaded
The Matrix Revolutions
Metropolis
Minority Report
Never Let Me Go
Nineteen Eighty-Four
The Omega Man 
Punishment Park 
The Running Man
Silent Running
Sin City
Sleeper 
Soylent Green
Strange Days 
THX 1138 
The Trial 
Total Recall 
V for Vendetta

CORPORATE BASED DYSTOPIAS
A.I.
Cloud Atlas
Dredd
The Fifth Element
I, Robot
The Island
Johnny Mnemonic
Looper
Metropia
Soylent Green
Surrogates
Tank Girl
Tekken
Total Recall
Surrogates
Vexille 

POST-APOCALYPTIC DYSTOPIAS
9 
12 Monkeys
28 Days Later
Casshern 
Children of Men 
Def-Con 4 
I Am Legend 
Logan's Run 
Mad Max 
Planet of the Apes 
The Road 
Titan A.E. 
WALL-E 

List of dystopian films used as time and 
visual references for the master project 

F.3. 
RELATED IMAGERY

g. 
conclusion

The digital offers wonderful opportunities for a bet-
ter future, it is undeniable. It is also fairly clear that 
all further progress will be made through digital 
means. However, this new world we are drifting to-
wards has its fair share of unknown. As mentioned 
throughout this thesis, we are shaping our digital 
future today. The future of society is shaped by the 
decisions society makes or doesn't make now. Not 
changing anything is a valid choice if done conscious-
ly. What is important is being aware of how society is 
changing at this instant and what challenges this drift 
implies for the future. Of course there is an infinity 
of different paths our evolution could take but the 
one developed in this project is the one on which we 
are already walking. 

Important measures need to be taken sooner rather 
than later if we want to steer clear of the issues ahead. 
Guaranteeing the privacy of the user is a key step in 
securing a safe experience. Nowadays, as everyone is 
permanently connected, data is everywhere and data 
is power. Personal data can be used in a wide array of 
ways, to sell products but also to monitor and track 
a person. To insure anonymity stricter laws need to 
be put in place. Governments and corporations should 
not be able to access anyone's data unless explicitly 
authorized to do so. The strong and positive advances 
brought by new technologies are jeopardized by cor-
porations and governments who naturally tend to use 
them at their advantage to better control society. 
Outdated laws, lack of leadership and poor vision of 
the future are the evils gnawing at decision makers 

“[…] The authorities said the changes, the 
monitoring, banning, regulating, were for 
the greater good but good isn't the same 
as right. […] And gradually, people just let 
got, stopped fighting. […] They chose a 
comfortable life.” [ 68 ]

“[…] The changes came slowly at first. Most 
didn't realize or didn't care and accepted 
them. They chose a comfortable life. Some 
didn't. And those who refused to conform 
were pushed to the sidelines, criminal-
ized. […]” [ 69 ]

today. It seems even the new generation of political 
and economical leaders will not have these preoc-
cupations in mind. Environmental issues also need to 
be tackled. Everyone is now aware of the consequenc-
es of global warming on the environment but it seems 
not many take into account the many cascading effects 
the dreadful state of the planet will have on their 
lives and on their digital lives specifically. 

Hopefully, this master thesis has underlined the fact 
that everything is connected. In a form of butterfly 
effect, a once in a lifetime occurrence can have cascad-
ing consequences decades later. Everything that hap-
pens in the world today is potentially intertwined 
with a multitude of events in the past and the future. 
It is thus very clear that our actions today are shaping 
the world we will live in tomorrow. Therefore be pre-
pared for the end of the digital age, it is coming. 
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“[ … ] surely we must.”

Eben Moglen at Re:Publica 2012 



Quote source: Eben Moglen at Re:Publica 2012;
http://archiv.re-publica.de/2012/05/04/why-freedom-of-thought-requires-free-media-and-why-free-media-require-free-technology/




